
Lion Squares 
Germany e.V. 

 

President: Annika Bendel, Dahlhauser Str. 71b, 45279 Essen, info@lion-squares.de, Tel: +49 1573 5351292 
Konto: Lion Squares Germany e.V., IBAN: DE97 8306 5408 0004 7429 58 BIC: GENODEF1SLR Deutsche Skatbank 

 

Membership Application 
 

I hereby apply to become a member of the club Lion Squares Germany e.V.. I promise to respect 
the statues and to participate with fun and commitment. And I hereby confirm to always timely 
pay the annual contribution of 12 € in the first quarter. 
 
First name: ______________________________________ 

Last name: ______________________________________ 

Address: ______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

Phone: ______________________________________ 

Mobile: ______________________________________ 

Email: 

Date of birth: 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

Providing following information is voluntary: 

Facebook name: 
 

______________________________________ 

Other clubs: ______________________________________ 

Dance level: ______________________________________ 

  

I hereby confirm, that the information above can be used for the purpose of the association and 
correspondingly be sent to other members of the association. 
I agree that the consent of the data processing of the information above is voluntary and that I can 
completely or patially revoke it at any time effective for the future. 
The revocation should be adressed to: 
 

Lion Squares Germany e.V., Dahlhauser Str. 71b, 45279 Essen, Germany, Email: info@lion-squares.de  

       
I hereby confirm, that pictures selected by the board showing me in the exercise of the purpose of 
the association under the statues § 2.2, can be used for public relations of the club (e.g. on our 
homepage or Facebook page/Instagram). 

 

With my signature I confirm that I recognize the statutes and rules of the association in the current 
valid version.  

 

I have read the disclosure requirements according to article 13 to 14 in the DSGVO and took note of 
them.  

 

 
  
 
 

 
 
 

 

Only for underage applicants: 
With my signature I grant permit, that my 
son/my daughter becomes a member of the 
Lion Squares Germany e.V. and is allowed to 
exert the statutory right to vote. 

 
  ____________________ 
Place, date, Signature legal guardian 

 

   __________  
Place, date, Signature applicant 

 


